T he past decade has witnessed enormous research efforts undertaken in the development of nanosized particulate platforms for biological studies, early stage cancer detection, simultaneous diagnosis and treatment of pathological conditions, and targeted therapy with minimal toxicity to achieve "personalized" medicine. 1À12 To enable cell-type specific targeting, nanoparticles (NPs) are often surface-coated with biopolymers or macromolecules, bioconjugated with targeting ligands that bind specifically to the complementary receptors on the cell membrane. Armed with drug molecules and/or diagnostic reporters, the NPs may transport in the bloodstream, adhere to the endothelium, diffuse through the intercellular space, specifically adhere to the diseased cells, enter the cells via different pathways (Figure 1) , and release the drug molecules effectively. Accordingly, the efficacy of NP-based agents depends on the efficiency of these subprocesses, many of which remain poorly understood. Instead of giving an exhaustive review on the research progress in all the subprocesess, this review sets forth to provide a theoretical foundation for the biophysics of NPs entry into the cells via endocytosis. The theoretical focus renders this review distinctive from and complementary to several existing reviews on similar topics that are primarily focused on either the novel concepts and experimental observations 13À15 or computational simulations. 16 It also significantly extends previous reviews on the mechanics of cellÀ NP interactions 17 and of vesicle wrapping NPs. 18 In particular, we probe the mechanical forces generated at the NPÀcell interface and the kinetics and energetics of the NPÀcell interactions. We then describe how the size, shape, elastic modulus and surface chemistry of NPs affect the interactions and consequently dictate the cellular uptake properties. The integrated theories presented here may form a basis for the rational design of NP-based diagnostic and therapeutic agents with improved targeting efficiency. Depending on the particle size and surface treatment, engineered particles may enter cells via different pathways, as schematically shown in Figure 1 . Micrometer-sized particles can enter the cells through phagocytosis 19 or macropinocytosis. 20, 21 Phagocytosis (Figure 1a) B directs the formation of cup-shaped membrane protrusions that gradually surround and close the particles. The shape and size of the phagosomes, i.e., the closed membrane protrusions, are dictated by the particles being taken up (typically a few micrometers). Phagocytosis is primarily used to uptake dead cells, cell debris, and pathogens. Macropinocytosis (Figure 1b) is an actin-regulated process that involves engulfment of a large quantity of extracellular fluid and particles through plasma membrane ruffling. The membrane ruffles exhibit different shapes, and when close, form large organelles called macropinosomes. 19 Because of the micrometer length scale of phagocytosis and macropinocytosis, actin assembly plays an imperative role in the uptake process. 21, 22 In clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Figure 1d ), receptorÀligand binding triggers the recruitment and formation of "coated pits" (clathrin) on the cytosolic side of the plasma membrane. 23 The pits self-assemble into closed polygonal cages that facilitate the endocytosis. Clathrin assembly is also responsible for the formation of vesicle necking and the pinch-off process in the late stage of membrane wrapping of NPs. Clathrinmediated endocytosis is the most common endocytic pathway exploited by viruses. 24, 25 Caveolin-dependent endocytosis ( Figure 1c ) involves the assembly of the hairpin-like caveolin coats on the cytosolic side of the plasma membrane, forming a flask-shaped caveolae of ∼50À80 nm in diameter. 26, 27 It is generally known that Clathrin-and Caveolin-dependent endocytosis involves complex biochemical signaling cascades. 28 However, to what extent the entry of engineered NPs is regulated by the biochemical signaling remains poorly understood. While clathrin and caveolin provide additional driving force for endocytosis, clathrin and caveolin independent endocytosis 29, 30 ( Figure 1e ) can also occur through receptorÀligand binding. NPs without conjugated ligands may be endocytosed through non-specific interactions as well ( Figure 1f ). For large NPs, transmembrane penetration may occur provided the interaction force is sufficiently large. 31À35 This process, however, may be harmful to cells since large membrane pores must open for particle entry. Small NPs and molecules (<1 nm) may enter the cell by simply diffusing across the lipid bilayer ( Figure 1g ). With the rapid advance of nanotechnology, NPs of different types can now be synthesized with wellcontrolled size uniformity and shape (Table 1) , many of which have manifested a great potential for a broad range of biomedical applications including in vitro/vivo diagnostics, 36 cell tracking, 37 molecular imaging, 38À41 and drug/gene delivery. 42À44 These NPs have a common core/coating structure. The cores are either inorganic or organic, while the coating layer is generally formed by natural macromolecules, synthetic biopolymers or their VOCABULARY: Membrane wrapping -the action that cell membrane curves to wrap around an object; Endocytosis -the process that cell membrane wraps around an object and takes it inside the cell; Adhesion Strengthmeasures how strong two surfaces cling together; Ligand density -refers to the number of ligands per unit area;
Entropy -a thermodynamical quantity that measures the disorder of a system; Enthalpy -defined as a thermodynamic potential that consists of the internal energy of the system plus the product of pressure and volume of the system; Coarse-grained model -a simulation model that uses pseudoatoms (coarse grains) to represent groups of atoms, instead of explicitly representing every atom in the system; Molecular dynamics simulation -a computer simulation of physical movements of atoms and molecules; Bending energy -the energy stored in an object when it is curved; Deformation -the action or process of changing in shape of an object through the application of force Figure 1 . 
NPÀCELL MEMBRANE INTERACTIONS: FORCES AND ENERGETICS
When a NP docks on cell membrane, it forms a highly heterogeneous NPÀcell interface and initiates dynamic physiochemical interactions and a sequence of kinetic processes. The interaction forces of different origins shape the interactions, modify the associated energy landscapes, and dictate the endocytosis of the NPs. 55 Wrapping NPs necessitates curving the cell membrane and pulling the membrane against membrane tension to the wrapping site, presenting resistance to endocytosis. All the other forces, including electrostatic, van der Waals (vdW), hydrophobic forces, ligandÀreceptor binding etc., can be lumped together as the adhesion force that drives endocytosis. The adhesion force can stem from either specific or nonspecific interactions, or both. 56 Specific interactions involve recognition and binding of the ligands coated on the NP surface to the complementary receptors on the cell membrane. Analogous to a molecular key-andlock system, ligandÀreceptor binding enforces targeting specificity of NPs. All the other interactions are nonspecific, which generate an overall attraction or repulsion between molecules and generally affected by ionic strength and pH. Specific interactions differ from nonspecific interactions in at least three distinct features, which have profound implications in the uptake kinetics. First, unlike nonspecific interactions in which the driving force is spontaneously in action when a NP docks onto the cell membrane, specific interaction through ligandÀ receptor bindings introduces a time delay: wrapping necessitates diffusion of the receptors to the binding sites, thereby setting a characteristic time scale of endocytosis. 57, 58 Second, much like cleavage fracture (or crack healing) in crystals that involves discrete bond breaking (or formation), 59, 60 ligandÀreceptor binding proceeds in a discrete manner. As the chemical energy release (the driving force) is only available after each discrete membrane unit (the area covered by each ligand) wraps the NP, an energy barrier between two consecutive binding events arises from membrane bending and tension. 53 The wrapping area and hence the energy barrier in each discrete step can be tailored by the spacing of the ligands (i.e., the ligand density) coated on the NP surface. This barrier further delays wrapping, but the relevant time scale is thought to be shorter by several orders of magnitude than that of the receptor diffusion. However, when the coated ligands are sparse, the barrier becomes non-negligible. Third, receptors, in addition to providing adhesion force, also carry translational entropy. 61À63 Wrapping is thus 67 Membrane wrapping first activates the release of membrane reservoirs during which membrane tension remains nearly constant. Once the excess membrane area is used out, the membrane elastically extends to further wrap the NP during which membrane tension increases. The coupling between membrane bending and stretching in the wrapping process complicates the calculation of the membrane deformation energy. For a partially wrapped NP with a wrapping extent η (the areal ratio of the wrapped and the total surface area of the NP), the deformation energy consists of three contributions: the bending energy C(η) and the stretching energy Γ(η) stored in the membrane segment wrapped onto the NP (the black line segment in Figure 2 ), and the additional deformation energy Λ(η) (including both bending and stretching) stored in the curved membrane detaching from the contact to the NP 68, 69 (the green line segment in Figure 2 ).
For spherical NP, C(η) ∼ η, and Γ(η) ∼ η 2 , and Λ(η) is generally a nonlinear function of η. The total membrane deformation energy at the degree of wrapping η (0 e η e 1) is the sum of the three components:
. Determining Λ(η) generally requires numerically calculating the equilibrium shapes of the membrane segment, 68, 69 but becomes trivial under two special conditions: for a fully wrapped NP (η = 1), the host membrane sets back to its original curvature at this special stage, and Λ = 0; under the tensionless condition, Λ(η) = Γ(η) = 0 for all η since the equilibrium membrane profile is a catenoid, a minimal surface with zero mean curvature. Membrane curves locally but gets tensed globally. A characteristic length scale that weighs the relative significance of bending and stretching energies characterizes the locality of an event:
where σ is the membrane tension. For typical values of B = 15k B T, σ = 0.05 mN/m, one finds λ ≈ 50 nm. For NP radius R < λ, bending dominates the wrapping process and membrane tension is negligible; as R increases from λ, membrane tension effect becomes progressively more pronounced.
CELLULAR UPTAKE OF SPHERICAL NPS: SIZE EFFECT
When Can a NP be Endocytosed? Given a spherical NP of radius R, a first question one asks is whether it can be internalized by the cell. We begin with a simple case in which nonspecific adhesion is the only driving force for membrane wrapping. The total adhesion energy supplied for fully wrapping the NP (η = 1) is 4πR 2 R ns , where R ns is the adhesion strength. Assuming a vanishing spontaneous curvature (κ 0 = 0), the bending energy for fully wrapping the NP is C = 8πB, independent of NP size, and the stretching energy is Γ = 4πR 2 σ. Balancing the adhesion energy and membrane deformation energy defines a lower limit of the NP radius below which the NP cannot be endocytosed
As R min < λ generally holds, the effect of membrane tension is negligible, and R min ≈ (2B/R ns ) 1/2 . Considering a typical value of membrane bending rigidity B ∼ 15 k B T, and of the nonspecific adhesion strength R ns ∼ 1 k B T/nm 2 , R min ∼ 5 nm. NPs smaller than R min may enter the cells by other pathways, such as translocation ( Figure 1g ). It is also possible that several small NPs may agglomerate into a cluster through membrane curvature mediated attraction. 70 The agglomerated NP cluster may well exceed the lower size limit, and thereby be able to be internalized together. 71 One notes from eq 1 when R ns = σ, R min f ¥, a condition under which endocytosis will never occur regardless of its size because the adhesion energy is fully paid to the stretching energy, leaving none to pay the curvature REVIEW energy. As pointed out previously, the self-regulated rest membrane tension by cells is usually small. However, with increasing NP size, wrapping the NP would put the membrane in increasingly high tension. Thus, there also exists an upper limit of NP radius beyond which endocytosis does not occur either.
72
This upper limit ought to be at the same length scale of the cell. In the case that membrane wrapping is primarily driven by specific interaction, the adhesion strength can be partitioned into two components: 64, 65 
where R h and R r are the enthalpic and entropic components, respectively. The enthaplic component is provided by the ligandÀreceptor binding, R h = μξ b , where μ is the chemical energy release upon the binding of a ligandÀreceptor pair and ξ b is the receptor density bound to the NP surface (see Figure 3a ). Note that in the case that every receptor binds to a ligand on the NP surface (one-toone corresponding binding), ξ b reaches its maximum, ξ l , the density of ligands coated onto the NP surface. Nonspecific interaction can be lumped into enthalpic adhesion strength by adopting an effective μ eff . The entropic term, R r , always negative, depends on the local receptor density. A reasonable approximation gives rise to R r = ln(ξ þ /ξ l ), where ξ þ is the receptor density in the depletion zone near the NP (see Figure 3a) . Assuming at the minimal NP radius the number of receptors consumed by wrapping is insignificant, causing negligible redistribution of receptors. One then approximates ξ þ ∼ ξ 0 , the receptor density at the remote region. Neglecting membrane tension, the energy balance defines a lower limit of the NP radius for the case of specific interaction:
One notes a singular condition R h = |R r | exists under which endocytosis is not possible (as R min f ¥) because recruiting receptors to wrapping the NP is entropically too expensive. The singular condition implies an upper NP radius (with a fixed ligand density) beyond which wrapping is source (receptor)-limiting. How Fast Can a NP Be Endocytosed? Once a NP exceeds the minimal size, endocytosis becomes thermodynamically possible. An immediate question that follows is the time duration for completing endocytosis. To see this, we note that the wrapping rate is limited by several barrier-crossing events. As pointed out previously, an energy barrier arises due to the discreteness of ligandÀreceptor binding. With a detailed calculation of the deformation energy landscape of membrane wrapping of a NP at different wrapping extents η, Deserno identified another energy barrier that separates the partially and fully wrapped states, indicating the transition is nonspontaneous. 68, 69 For typical values of σ = 0.05 mN/m, R = 30 nm, and B = 20k B T, the barrier can be as high as ΔE = 40 k B T, which is too high to be thermally crossed. Wrapping can thus be kinetically trapped at a partially wrapped state. The energy barrier scales with the membrane tension and vanishes in the tensionless condition. Increasing the adhesion strength beyond a certain value diminishes the barrier as well. When the adhesion strength and the ligand density are sufficiently high, the time scales associated with the above-mentioned two barrier crossing events are generally considered to be shorter than that of receptor diffusion, and the wrapping rate is predominantly limited by the receptor diffusion. Upon a NP docking on the cell membrane, binding of the receptors to the surface ligands of the NP depletes the receptors in the vicinity of the NP, forming a depletion zone with a reduced receptor density. The concentration gradient of receptors drives diffusion of the receptors from the remote region to the depletion zone, making subsequent wrapping possible. To quantify the endocytic time, Gao et al. 57 have developed a front-tracking diffusion model that couples conservation of receptors and chemical potential balance of the receptors in the 
where D is the diffusivity of the receptors, and β is dimensionless, but dependent on R, referred to as the "speed factor". The speed factor can be analytically calculated for cell membrane of infinite size wrapping a spherical or a cylindrical NP. With physiologically relevant parameters, the model identified an optimal NP size of 27À30 nm in radius at which the endocytic time is the shortest.
The scaling law can also be followed from the conservation of receptors, 57, 58, 66 which defines a characteristic length scale of the impact region L from which receptors are depleted for wrapping: πL 2 ξ 0 = 4πR 2 ξ l . For all the receptors to diffuse and bind to the surface ligands of the NP, the wrapping time is then
This scaling analysis also reveals that the endocytic time correlates positively with the ligand density but negatively with the receptor densities on the cell membrane. These above analyses assumed that every ligand binds to a receptor in wrapping the NP, i.e., one-toone corresponding binding. However, in the case of densely coated ligands on the NP surface and high ligandÀreceptor affinity, wrapping may proceed with some ligands unbound to receptors. This is beneficial as far as the endocytic time is concerned because fewer receptors are required, but detrimental due to the loss of targeting specificity. A thermodynamic model by Yuan et al. predicts the binding density of the receptors relative to the ligand density on the NP surface
Here, κ= 2B/R 2 ξ l is the curvature energy in the unit area covered by each ligand. Clearly from eq 4, one-to-one corresponding binding (ξ = 1) occurs only when the unit bending energy κ is sufficiently large. For a sufficiently large NP (thus relatively small κ) but fixed ligand density ξ l , ξ can be significantly smaller than 1. Under this condition, membrane wrapping may proceed with many ligand missed by receptors. Yuan et al. further predicts the speed factor for wrapping a spherical NP:
where
On the basis of eq 5, a phase diagram of 1/t w can be constructed in the space of the two controlling parameters, NP radius R and ligand density ξ l , as shown in Figure 3b . One identifies a lower phase boundary below which t w f ¥ and an upper phase boundary beyond which the same limit occurs. The lower phase boundary is enthalpically governed, as defined in eq 1, and the upper phase boundary is entropically governed, as in eq 2. Between these two extreme conditions, there exists an optimal condition at which the endocytic time minimizes, corresponding to the ridgeline in the phase diagram. At the saturated ligand density, the optimal NP radius for the shortest endocytic time is ∼25 nm, which agrees well with the prediction of the front-tracking diffusion model 57 and previous experimental data. 73, 74 How Many NPs Can Be Taken up by a Cell? Another problem, equally important to the endocytic time of a single NP, is the cellular uptake of NPs by cells. The total cellular uptake of NPs matters for a range of biomedical applications of NPs, including the maximum drug dosage that can be reached when the NPs are used for drug delivery, or the signal intensity when the NPs are used for intracellular imaging and disease diagnosis.
When the cell in in vitro experiments is immersed in culture medium loaded with dispersed NPs of a bulk density j, the system eventually reaches a steady state with finite cellular uptake. 71, 75, 76 The steady state can be regarded as a thermodynamic equilibrium at which a total of n NPs are associated with the cell. Of the n NPs, some are wrapped by the cell membrane with different degrees of wrapping; 63, 64 some are internalized, as schematically shown in Figure 4a . The exact partition of the NPs is driven by the chemical potential difference between the NPs that are bound to the cell membrane, those suspended in the solution and internalized into the cell. The cell membrane is also partitioned into two parts: a free, planar membrane region and a curved membrane region bound to the NPs. 
where A is the surface area of the cell accessible by the NPs, R M is the adhesion strength and the superscript "M" denotes the case of multiple NP entry, and w(η = 1) = 2B/R 2 þ σ is the membrane deformation energy density (per unit area) at the fully wrapped state η = 1. Figure 4b plots the phase diagram of the cellular uptake in the space of NP radius and ligand density driven by specific interactions. Similar to the phase diagram for the endocytic time in Figure 3b , there exists a lower and an upper bound of the cellular uptake, with the enthalpic and entropic origins, respectively, as previously discussed. Indeed, one notes from eq 6 that N is small when the adhesion energy is insufficient to pay the membrane deformation penalty: R M e w(η = 1). This follows essentially the same lower bound dictated by eq 1. Increasing the NP size and/or ligand density intensifies the competition for receptors by the NPs, 77, 78 leading to increasingly high entropic cost and thus decreased R M . This entropic limit corresponds to the upper bound defined by eq 2. The phase diagram also identifies a small region (the red region) within which cellular uptake is maximized. This region corresponds ∼ R ∈ (25, 30) and ξ l ∈ (0.8, 1), with a total cellular uptake of a couple of thousand for physiologically relevant parameters. Both the range of the predicted total cellular uptake and the optimal range of NP size agree with the experimental data. 71, 74, 75 The Optimal Condition. From an energetics viewpoint, multi-NP entry is mechanistically similar to single-NP endocytosis. The energy balance of single-NP endocytosis remains to be met in multi-NP entry, giving rise to the same enthalpically regulated lower phase boundary. Irrespective of a single NP or multi-NPs, wrapping consumes receptors and is thus source-limiting, leading to the same entropically modulated upper phase boundary. It should be pointed out that in the case the NPs in multi-NP entry are spatially too close on the cell membrane such that their membrane curvaturemediated interactions 70 are not negligible, the lower phase boundary may deviate from that of single-NP endocytosis. Nevertheless, the same mechanisms regulating the phase boundaries for the endocytic time and cellular uptake allow us to define a nominal cellular uptake rate, 79 as
Noticeably, the optimal conditions for the shortest endocytic time (Figure 3b ) and highest cellular uptake (Figure 4b) , and hence Θ, are similarly close to the lower phase boundary: R 2 ξ l = 2B/μ. Indeed, both the ridgelines follow a hyperbolic fitting: n opt ≈ 4πR 2 ξ l , where n opt is the optimal number of ligands coated on NP surface. This is not surprising: once the number of ligands coated onto the NP surface exceeds the minimal value, the energy balance condition is met. Coating additional ligands is no longer beneficial, but only increases the number of receptors required for wrapping and thus intensifies the competition for receptors among NPs, leading to longer wrapping time and less cellular uptake. Given the biophysically relevant ranges for membrane bending rigidity (10À40 k B T) and receptorÀligand binding energy μ (10À20 k B T) , the optimal number of ligands n opt (≈ 8πB/μ) coated onto NPs falls in the range ∼10À100, irrespective of the NP size. The extensively studied model system, the Semliki Forest virus (SFV), is about 35 nm in radius, covered with 80 glycoproteins (ligands), 80 ,81 which appears to follow the optimal condition. The above energetics analysis suggests that tailoring enthalpics and entropics shift the phase boundaries and modifies the cellular uptake. For sufficiently large NPs, the cortical actin network may play a resisting role in endocytosis. 82 This factor may be taken into account by simply defining an effective bending rigidity B eff . Nonspecific interactions, including hydrophobic, electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, may also contribute to additional adhesion energy. Lumping the specific and nonspecific interactions together defines an effective ligandÀreceptor binding energy, μ eff . A relative variation of both B eff and μ eff alters the enthalpics and hence the lower bound of the phase diagrams. 79 On the other hand, increasing receptor population (i.e., increasing ξ 0 ) lowers the entropic penalty for the receptors to bind with NPs, and hence shifts the upper bound upward. A high bulk density of NPs j in solution yields a high surface concentration of NPs on cell membrane, leading to intensified competition for receptors among adhering NPs and high entropic penalty. 77, 78 This follows that increasing j shifts the upper bound of the uptake rate downward. One further notes that the effect of membrane tension is negligible for small NPs but significant for large NPs. This follows that membrane tension primarily regulates the upper bound of the uptake rate, but hardly affects the lower bound. 79 
SHAPE EFFECT
Nonspherically shaped NPs are also widely used in biomedical diagnostics and therapeutics. Their potential nanotoxicities have also attracted much attention. Typical 1D nanomaterials include nanotubes, nanowires, and filamentous bacteria with radius at the REVIEW H nanoscale but length at a much larger scale; typical 2D nanomaterials are plate-like materials with thickness at the nanoscale but lateral dimensions at a much larger scale, including mica nanosheets, boron nitride nanosheets, and graphene-family nanomaterials, as listed in Table 1 . For 3D nonspherical NPs, their three dimensions are comparable. For all these nonspherical nanomaterials, the fundamental biophysics of cellÀNP interactions established for spherical NPs remains valid. However, owing to their asymmetrical geometries, they exhibit unique wrapping modes during endocytosis.
83À88
Coarse-Grained Models. The energetics of endocytosis of a nonspherical NP is complicated by the symmetry breaking of cell membrane deformation morphology, for which the deformation energy is analytically nontrivial, particularly when membrane tension is nonnegligible. To investigate the effects of NP shape on the kinetics of endocytosis, computational modeling at different length scales provides a powerful alternative. Since the length and time scales involved in NP endocytosis are on the order of 100 nm or more, and milliseconds to minutes, respectively, they are typically beyond the reach of the full-atom molecular dynamic (MD) simulations (Figure 5a ). To the other end of the length spectrum, the triangulated membrane simulation models 89, 90 (Figure 5e ) spatially discretize membrane into triangles in the general framework of Helfrich theory. 91 However, these continuum models suffer from additional numerical burden in addressing lateral diffusion of lipids and receptors, which is the key factor dictating the time scale of endocytosis.
To gain a molecular-scale understanding of NP targeting, it is essential to develop multiscale models that link interactions on the molecular level and NP absorption/uptake by the cells at the subcellular level. Coarse-grained (CG) methods 92À100 (Figure 5bÀd) have gained popularity for their flexibility and diversity. CG models typically involve grouping a cluster of atoms into a single CG agent, thereby reducing the total number of the degrees of freedom by several orders of magnitude, and accordingly improving the computational affordability. Such CG approaches vary in their level of details, depending on the number of agents per lipid and complexity of the inter-agent interactions. Early CG models for lipid bilayers used explicit solvents that are also coarse-grained. As the solvent occupies a 3D volume, the associated degrees of freedom outnumber those of the 2D lipid bilayers, and the majority of the computational cost goes to the solvent, rather than the lipid bilayer. Thus, CG models with implicit solvent are particularly attractive. Stabilizing the coarse-grained lipid bilayer in a 2D fluid phase and under solvent-free condition with physiologically relevant membrane properties was numerically nontrivial. Varying such solvent-free CG models need to use complicated multibody potentials to achieve biophysically relevant membrane properties. Solvent-free CG models with simple pairwise potentials have only been recently developed; of particularly noteworthy are the 3-bead model by Cooke et al. 93, 94 and the oneagent-thick model by Yuan et al. 95 These models are computationally highly efficient while biophysically faithful to the underlying molecular interactions in a wide range of membrane-mediated processes, including endocytosis.
The one-agent-thick lipid bilayer model 95 ( Figure 5d ) coarse-grains the lipid membrane as a single layer of agents that are self-assembled into a 2D fluid surface in a solvent-free environment. The inter-agent interaction potential is anisotropic but of a pairwise form, composed of two functions that separately control the distance and orientation dependence. The model membrane properties are highly tunable through only four key model parameters that control separately the lipid diffusivity, bending and area compression moduli, and spontaneous curvature, respectively. The simple interaction potential can lead to robust self-assembly of randomly distributed agents in 3D space into 2D fluid membranes. Through careful mapping to the membrane bending modulus and the in-plane lipid diffusivity, the in-plane agent dimension of our model is found to be ∼0.5 nm and the basic time scale of our model is ∼0.1 μs. Both the length and time scales are at least one order of magnitude higher than other solvent-free CG models. 92, 99, 100 The model was successfully applied to study homogeneous vesicle shape transformation under osmotic conditions, 101 protein-mediated lipid sorting and domain coarsening of ternary membranes, 102 and red blood cell disorders.
103,104
Simultaneous Rotation and Wrapping of 3D Nonspherical NPs. Huang et al. 83 adopted the one-agent-thick membrane model to characterize the endocytic mode of spherocylindrical NPs with different aspect ratios. In this model, NP surface is also coarse-grained to discrete agents, some representing ligands (see Figure 6aÀc) . The lipid membrane is made to be tensionless by scaling the membrane area in the CGMD simulations. The aspect ratio of the spherocylindrical NPs is defined I by F = (R þ 0.5L)/R, where R and L are the radius of the hemispherical caps at both ends and the length of the cylindrical portion, respectively. In the simulations, the spherocylindrical NPs are initially docked on the preequilibrated membrane, with their long axes normal to the membrane surface (θ = 90°). Figure 6aÀc depicts the snapshots of the endocytic process of the NPs with three different aspect ratios, F = 1, 1.5, and 2. Note F = 1 represents a spherical NP. All the three NPs can be completely endocytosed through a general process involving membrane invagination, membrane necking and pinch-off.
Distinct entry modes are observed in the wrapping process of the spherocylindrical NPs, as shown in Figure 6aÀc . For F = 1, wrapping is accompanied by NP rotation. For F = 1.5, the NP tilts by an angle of ∼20°f rom its initial upright docking position once wrapping begins. Membrane wrapping of the NP then proceeds at this angle until the NP is fully internalized. The invagination of the NP with a larger aspect ratio (F = 2) involves two symmetry-breaking processes. At the initial wrapping stage, the NP rotates until it completely lays down on the membrane surface with its long axis. The NP then stands up and is finally endocytosed with a nearly 90°entry angle. Such a lying-down-then-standing-up sequence appears to be universal for spherocylindrical NPs with F > 2. If the initial docking angle θ = 0°with the long axis parallel to the membrane surface, the NP would simply stand up and then be endocytosed.
At prescribed ligand density and NP radius and assuming one-to-one corresponding binding of ligandÀreceptor pairs, the endocytic time is proportional to the total number of receptors required for fully wrapping the NP. One then follows the scaling law: t w ∼ F. However, from the CGMD simulations by Huang et al., 83 the spherical NP takes longer time to be fully endocytosed than the spherocylindrical NP of F = 1.5, but shorter time than the spherocylindrical NP of F = 2, as shown in Figure 6d . Further increasing F leads to increasing endocytic time, obeying the scaling law. This nonmonotonic behavior may be due to the distinct entry modes from spherical to spherocylindrical shape transitions. The scaling law and the simulation results indicate frustrated uptake of NPs with very high aspect ratios, such as 1D nanorods. The wrapping energy landscape explains the sequence of simultaneous membrane wrapping and rotation during the internalization of a spherocylindrical NP. Figure 7a plots the curvature energy profiles for the NP (F = 2) as a function of the wrapping extent η, as if the NP were wrapped with a fixed entry angle, θ = 0°(horizontally) or θ = 90°(vertically). The analytical energy profiles, denoted by solid lines, agree very well with the CGMD simulations, denoted by symbols. For horizontal wrapping (θ = 0°) the curvature energy linearly scales with the wrapped areal fraction. For vertical wrapping (θ = 90°), the energy profile is constituted of three linear curves with different slopes. Since the two wrapping angles represent the extremes, the curvature energy profiles of all the other wrapping angles are enveloped by these two curves. The energy profiles indicate the sequence of membrane wrapping and NP rotation. At a small wrapping extent (η < 0.5), the relatively smaller curvature energy for θ = 0°s uggests that an initially vertically docked or titled (0°< θ < 90°) NP would tend to lay down by rotation, i.e., aligning its long axis with the membrane surface. Once η > 0.5, the NP would tend to stand up to gain a larger wrapping angle θ since wrapping with a large angle involves a smaller energy penalty. Upon completion of rotation, the NP would be wrapped with this angle until it is completely endocytosed. Thus, an initially vertically docked NP would take a laying-down-thenstanding-up sequence to complete endocytosis, as schematically shown in Figure 7b . The laying-down-then-standing-up wrapping sequence is consistent with the CGMD simulations for capped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by 84 using the 3-agent lipid model and the accompanying experimental observations. A very long capped CNT can be considered as a 1D rod, the limiting geometry of the spherocylindrical NPs. The simulations demonstrated that at a relatively low receptor density the CNT rotates and is internalized with an entry angle close to 90°, exhibiting a tip-entry phenomenon. Also consistent to the analysis in Figure 7a , the rotation is driven by the relaxation of the deformation energy in the membrane during wrapping. The tip rotation from a kinetics point of view by noting two relative time scales involved in the endocytosis of the CNTs, as pointed out by Shi et al.:
84 the wrapping time controlled by receptor diffusion and the NP rotation time controlled by the torsional force. In the case of physiologically relevant receptor density, wrapping is the limiting process compared to rotation. Thus, the NP has sufficient time to rotate so as to fully relax the deformation energy to achieve tip entry. On the contrary, in the case of very high receptor density, receptors are always immediately available for wrapping and wrapping would proceed very fast, leaving no time for rotation to occur. Under this condition, the NP is endocytosed with a low entry angle and tip entry becomes less predominant. 105 Uptake of 1D and 2D Nanomaterials. Compared with the endocytosis of 3D nanorods whose interaction mode exhibits a lying-down-then-standing-up sequence as identified in Figures 6 and 7 , recent work has revealed two fundamental modes of interaction between a 1D nanomaterial and the cell membrane: a perpendicular entry mode and a parallel adhering mode (see Figure 8a) . 88 Theoretical analysis showed that these two basic modes are controlled by a single dimensionless parameter, the normalized membrane tension σ h = 2σR 2 /B with R being the radius of the 1D nanomaterial. From an energetic point of view, σ h represents the relative ratio of the membrane stretching and bending energies in the total elastic energy of the membrane. The membrane bending energy tends to rotate the nanotube to a perpendicular entry angle while the membrane stretching energy prefers a vanishingly small entry angle. When σ h falls below a critical value σ hc (σ h < σ hc ), the membrane bending energy dominates over the stretching energy and the 1D nanomaterial rotates to a high entry angle during uptake. For σ h > σ hc , the 1D nanomaterial is driven by the dominating stretching energy toward a low entry angle and eventually adheres to the membrane surface in a nearparallel configuration (see Figure 8b) . This σ h -governed uptake behavior is ubiquitous in the interactions between 1D nanomaterials and cell membranes, and the theory can be employed to understand many biological phenomena such as the regulation of filopodia The reason why the receptor-mediated endocytosis of nanorods exhibit a single interaction mode of a lying-down-then-standing-up sequence (Figure 7 ), while that of 1D nanomaterials exhibits two interaction modes depending on the scaled membrane tension σ h could be understood as follows. Note that receptormediated endocytosis is usually regarded as a process limited by the diffusion of receptors in the cell membrane toward the contact region. 57 The membrane wrapping of the curved tip of a 1D nanomaterial is governed by 2D diffusion of receptors in the membrane plane, while the wrapping of the cylindrical wall is regulated by 1D diffusion of receptors. This means that the tip, rather than the lateral wall, of a 1D nanomaterial should be wrapped first. As long as the specific energy of receptorÀligand interaction can overcome the membrane deformation energy penalty induced by the tip wrapping, the subsequent interaction should be controlled by the two tension-dependent interaction modes. 88 In comparison, for short nanorods with two curved tips and a much smaller lateral wall, the difference between receptor diffusion between the tip and wall regions is not as evident. Therefore, the wrapping of short nanorods would be mainly governed by the elastic energy of the deformed membrane that adopts the lying-down-then-standing-up sequence to reduce the membrane deformation energy.
Depending on their size, geometry and surface properties, 2D nanomaterials can exhibit several different configurations in the cellular interaction. 85 Recently, a theoretical analysis has been performed to study two modes of interaction between the cell membrane and a rigid 2D nanomaterial: near-perpendicular transmembrane penetration and parallel attachment onto a membrane. It was shown that the splay (bending) and membrane tension energies serve as the main driving force for the near-perpendicular (parallel) configuration of a transmembrane (membrane attaching) 2D nanomaterial. 87 As 2D nanomaterials enter the cells typically not via endocytosis but other pathways, their internalization mechanisms are not detailed here.
UPTAKE OF SOFT NPS
For soft NPs with comparable bending modulus as the lipid bilayer, such as vesicles, liposomes, micelles, polymeric capsules, and NPs coated with long polymers, both the cell membrane and the NP itself deform. The partition of the total deformation energy into the cell membrane and the NP alters the energy landscape, giving rise to different kinetics of endocytosis. During the wrapping process, the NP deforms into different shapes, thus the effect of elastic modulus is inherently coupled with the shape effect.
Yi et al. 106 developed a theoretical model concerning the endocytosis of a fluid vesicular NP such as a liposome in the framework of Helfrich theory. By solving the equilibrium shape equations of the cell membrane as well as the vesicular NP, the total deformation energy of the system can be obtained at different wrapping extents (see Figure 9a ). Their energetics analyses showed that endocytosis is very sensitive to the relative stiffness of the NP to the cell membrane, as shown in the phase diagram of the scaled membrane tension σ h and adhesion energy density R = 2RR 2 /B, where R is the adhesion energy density (see Figure 9b ,c). As NP becomes softer, the transition lines separating from partial to fully wrapping shift downward, indicating endocytosis is more difficult to complete. The result that stiff vesicular NPs can achieve full wrapping more easily than soft NPs has been confirmed recently in a combination of experiments and molecular dynamics simulations on the cell uptake of coreÀshell NPs with a lipid shell. 107 Similar elasticity effects have also been observed in the cell uptake of spherical solid nanocapsules 108 and (2D cylindrical) nanorods. It was found that solid nanocapsules require less adhesion energy to achieve full wrapping than fluid vesicular NPs with the same bending stiffness. 108 To explain why softer NP is more difficult to be endocytosed, one observes that cell membrane wets soft NPs once they dock on the cell membrane, as shown in Figure 9a . The softer the NP is, the larger the wetting angle, and the higher extent of spreading of the NP on the cell membrane. The highly spread NP forms large curvatures at the spreading front. Further wrapping the 106 noted that many viruses exploit the stiffness to facilitate the infectious process: they soften before uptake via fusion, while harden before budding out of the host cells via exocytosis.
LOCAL MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Our previous analyses reveal that cellular uptake of NPs depends on not only the size, shape and chemophysical properties of NPs, but also the biomechanical properties of cell membrane, including membrane tension and bending modulus. In parallel to the theoretical and computational studies, numerous in vitro experiments 71, 75, 109, 110 have been carried out to assess the delivery efficiency of NPs and provided rich data sets for validating the theoretical and computational models. However, in these in vitro experiments the cells were exclusively cultured on glass or plastic substrates, which are both mechanically stiff and topographically flat. In contrast, the ECMs in vivo are soft and consist of fibrils such as collagens. These discrepancies raise an immediate concern regarding to what extent the in vitro experimental results are transferrable to in vivo conditions. It has well established from the study of mechanobiology 111À116 that local physical cues of various kinds modulate cell responses, resulting in changes in cell morphology and surface mechanics, which may in turn affect the cellular uptake of NPs.
To characterize the role of local physical environment on the cellular uptake of NPs, Huang et al. 117 carried out in vitro studies with different characteristics of cell culture substrates. In a first study, polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogels of varying stiffnesses, soft (Young's modulus: 1.61 ( 0.11 kPa), intermediate (3.81 ( 0.12 kPa), and stiff (5.71 ( 0.51 kPa) were used in the in vitro experiments to explore the effect of substrate stiffness on the cellular uptake. 117 Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) were cultured on the gels for 12 h before loading fluorescent polystyrene NPs (100 nm) into the culture medium. The seemingly small difference in the gel stiffness is sufficient to induce changes in cell morphology, as shown by the phase contrast images (Figure 10 , left). Endocytosis was driven by nonspecific interactions, since the NPs are not conjugated with antibodies. The in vitro experiments confirmed that substrate stiffness plays a significant role in altering the cellular uptake of NPs. The total fluorescence yield per cell was measured at different times after NPs were loaded, indicating the uptake level of NPs. With increasing substrate stiffness, the cellular uptake per cell increases (Figure 10, right) , but the cellular uptake per cell surface area decreases (not shown here). 117 Using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) fibrous substrates fabricated via electrospinning, Huang et al. 118 further explored the effects of substrate topography, characterized by the fibril density, on the cellular uptake of NPs. Substrates of three types of topographies, flat PMMA surface, and sparse and dense PMMA fibrous substrates, were used. The responses of human osteosarcoma SaOS-2 cells to substrate topography were investigated using fluorescence microscopy by simultaneously staining F-actin, vinculin, and cell nuclei, as shown in Figure 11 (left). The 100 nm fluorescent polystyrene NPs were again used to assess the cellular uptake. Figure 11 (right) shows that the cellular uptake The regulative role of substrate stiffness and topography on the cellular uptake stems from the altered mechanical properties of cell membrane and the cell spreading area, as indicated by eq 6. First, substrate stiffness modulates the mechanical properties of cell membrane. Recent MD simulation results suggested that the fluorescence lifetime of DiI chromophores embedded in lipid bilayer is an effective indicator of relative membrane tension, 119 which was confirmed in experiments. 120 Indeed, fluorescence lifetime measurements of DiI-C 12 within cells demonstrated that cell membrane is less tense on softer PA gels. 117 This predicts that the cellular uptake of cells on softer PA gels or denser fibrous substrates is higher on a per membrane area basis. Second, substrate stiffness modulates cell spreading. The stiffer the substrate is, the larger the spreading area of the cell. 117 As shown in eq 6, the cellular uptake linearly scales with the surface area of the cell membrane, since it represents the assessable area to the NPs. It turns out that the cell surface area is dominant factor over the membrane tension effect, and hence, the cellular uptake on a per cell basis increases with increasing substrates stiffness. The observed effect of substrate topography on the cellular uptake can be explained by the same principle. First, fluorescence lifetime measurements of DiI-C 12 showed that cell membrane on sparse fibrous substrate is more tensed than those on flat and dense fibrous substrates; membrane tension of cells on the latter two substrates is comparable. 118 The spreading area of cells on flat substrate is nearly 2-fold higher than that of cells on fibrous substrates, whereas the spreading areas of the cells on dense and sparse fibrous substrates are comparable. 118 Since the cell surface area is the dominant factor over the membrane tension effect, the cellular uptake on flat substrate is the highest.
For cells on fibrous substrates, the higher membrane tension renders lower cellular uptake by cells on sparse fibrous substrate than on dense fibrous substrate.
CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTIVE OUTCOME
The NPÀcell interface is highly heterogeneous, generating forces of different origins that shape the energy landscape of NPÀcell interactions. These forces are determined by a suite of variables inherent to the NPs and the cells (size, shape, stiffness, surface chemistry of the NPs, elasticity of the cell membrane, and receptor diffusivity, etc.), rendering cellular uptake NP size selective, shape sensitive, and stiffness dependent. As cell morphologies and surface mechanics are dependent on the local microenvironment and disease states, cellular uptake of NPs may not only be cell type specific, but also tissue-environment and disease state specific.
It is clear that the effects of key parameters important to the cellular uptake are strongly interrelated, as exemplified by the phase diagrams in the space of NP radius and ligand density. The interrelated effects define a narrow window in the parametric space within which the cellular uptake is optimized. In addition to the interplay between NP size and ligand density, many other interrelated effects are yet to be quantified. For example, when a soft NP is being wrapped, its shape dynamically changes, i.e., the effects of NP stiffness and shape are coupled and interrelated. The interrelated effects indicate that improving one parameter may adversely impact another, making the search of the optimal parametric window experimentally costineffective. Coarse-grained modeling discussed here will continue to be a powerful tool to define the complex interrelations.
Challenges remain to identify the most efficient targeting strategy suitable and specific to diseased tissues. Chemotargeting is currently the most popular targeting strategy, wherein NPs conjugated with ligands target cell surface receptors that are specific N to the diseased cells. Such an active targeting method has been proven efficient so long as unique receptors can be identified and are overexpressed on diseased cells compared with normal cells. The work reviewed here provide compelling evidence that mechanical properties of the cells and the NPs can also bias the cellular uptake of NPs, which suggests a new targeting strategy, mechanotargeting. Given that mechanical properties of many tumors are different than those of the normal tissues, mechanotargeting is complementary to chemotargeting and may be useful in achieving more effective cancer diagnosis and treatment. This opens up a new paradigm for the design of NP-based nanomedicine with improved targeting selectivity and reduced toxicity.
To facilitate a unifying understanding, this review aims to provide a coarse-grained picture on the interaction forces that mediate the cellular uptake of NPs. Namely, all the atomic and molecular forces are lumped into driving (adhesion) and resistance forces without differentiating their atomic and molecular origins. Noting that endocytosis is essentially a multiscale process initiated by single protein conformational changes and subsequently involving large-scale membrane deformation; therefore, information regarding how the atomic and molecular scale events trigger the cellular level functions could be lost due to the coarse-grained treatment. For example, to ensure targeting specificity, tethered ligands on the NP surface necessarily adopt appropriate conformations so as to be recognized by and accessible to the cell-surface receptors. A single parameter, i.e., ligandÀreceptor binding affinity, may not suffice to describe the conformational changes of the proteins during the binding events. Further advancement of highly targeted NP-based therapy may hinge upon the quantitation of the interaction forces at the atomic and molecular levels and linking the atomic and molecular events to cellular functions. We expect that multiscale modeling coupling different length and time scales will play an important role in this aspect.
To date, clinical application of NPs is still hampered by frequent high-uptake in the liver, systematic toxicity of the carriers, and insufficient selectivity and uptake by tumor and/or cancer cells. From a biomimetic point of view, the current state-of-the-art design of NP-based therapeutics remains far less efficient than nature-synthesized NPs ; viruses and bacteria. Numerous studies have made it clear that the extremely efficient and robust biological processes, such as viral infection and white cell attacking bacteria, come with the sophisticated ways that living system harnesses physical principles. Further design of smart, multifunctional biomimetic NPs necessitates continuing unraveling the underlying biophysics of the biological counterparts.
